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Abstract: To study the lane-change interaction characteristics of intelligent connected vehicles (ICVs)
and reduce the risk of vehicle lane-changing decisions, a decision model based on the lane-changing
game characteristics of the ICV is proposed in this paper. In the modeling process, the characteristics
of vehicle lane-changing interaction behavior are analyzed based on evolutionary game theory and
the vehicle game lane-changing payoff functions are quantified. The stability of the game equilibrium
points is analyzed by using a dynamic evolution equation, and sensitivity analysis of the main factors
affecting vehicle lane changes and the time to the collision of vehicles is conducted. The SUMO
software is used to simulate and verify the vehicle game decision model, and the results show that
the game decision system converges to different optimal strategy combinations under different traffic
conditions, and this model can effectively reduce the decision-making conflict and the collision risk
of vehicles.

Keywords: lane change; interaction characteristics; evolutionary game; sensitivity analyses; time
to collision

1. Introduction

Vehicle following and lane changing are the two most important research directions
in road traffic, though vehicle lane changing has more complex traffic characteristics than
vehicle-following behavior, reflecting the competition between vehicles in adjacent lanes for
the right of way in time and space [1]. The application of IoT technology has promoted the
development of the autonomous driving industry and facilitated the safety and reliability
of vehicles [2]. With the application and popularity of IoT devices, information sharing
between urban road facilities and vehicles or other facilities is achieved through IoT tech-
nology, laying the foundation for the future development of intelligent transportation [3].
Assisted driving or autonomous driving technology has also been developed rapidly as a
result, and more and more vehicles are equipped with advanced assisted driving systems
to help drivers reduce the driving burden and improve vehicle safety.

Vehicle lane changing is a topical and difficult problem in autonomous driving technol-
ogy. Vehicle lane changes can usually be divided into free lane changes and mandatory lane
changes, and the vehicle in the free lane-change scenario usually pursues a higher driving
speed or driving comfort, while the mandatory lane change is lane-change behavior made
by the vehicle due to the limitation of road conditions, and the process reflects the best
decision made by the driver after perceiving the change of information of the surrounding
traffic environment and weighing up the gains and losses. Vehicle decision making is
one of the core modules of autonomous vehicles and a process that integrates vehicle
travel efficiency and safety [4]. Existing research on vehicle lane changes usually focuses
on lane-change model control, trajectory prediction, etc. However, the study of vehicle
lane-change interaction characteristics and the study of lane-change game mechanisms
have not received sufficient attention. Although many game theory-based vehicle lane-
changing models have high decision accuracy and reliability, researchers usually apply the
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game results directly to the control aspects of the model and lack a deeper analysis of the
lane-changing game mechanism.

The objective of this paper is to propose an evolutionary game-based vehicle lane-
changing decision model, to study and analyze the characteristics of vehicle lane-change
interactions, the convergence direction of decision combinations, and the impact of the
evolutionary game lane-change decision on vehicle safety. The evolutionary game is a
theoretical approach to analyzing the rationality of decision making through dynamic
evolutionary equations, which can consider the limited rationality of decision makers and
reduce the assumptions of the model compared with other game models. At present, the
research on vehicle lane changes mostly focuses on the highway [5–7] and intersection
scenarios [8,9], because these scenarios belong to traffic bottleneck sections, and vehicle
lane changing in bottleneck sections is a difficult problem. In this paper, taking the urban
intersection road as an example, the forced lane-change interaction characteristics of con-
nected autonomous vehicles are analyzed; the convergence process of vehicle lane-change
decisions is dynamically analyzed by an evolutionary game model, and sensitivity anal-
ysis of the main factors is conducted to explore the influence of road traffic environment
changes on vehicle lane changes; and the vehicle trajectory and output collision time are
simulated by SUMO to analyze the collision risk of vehicles; and, finally, further research is
summarized and extended.

The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 1 introduces the research on lane
changing for autonomous vehicles. Section 2 reviews the relevant studies on the vehicle
lane-change game. Section 3 analyzes the game characteristics of vehicle lane changes with
the example of an intersection roadway. Section 4 constructs the payoff matrix and dynamic
evolution equation for both sides of the game. In Section 5, Simulation experiments on the
decision-making algorithm are carried out, sensitivity analysis of the main factors affecting
vehicle lane changing is performed, vehicle trajectory and collision risks are compared, and
validity threats are explained. The last section provides the conclusions.

2. Literature Review

In previous studies, many researchers have analyzed and optimized the decision-
making process of a vehicle lane change in the hope that autonomous vehicles can reduce
the driver’s driving burden and safety risks and improve traffic efficiency. Traffic safety
is the most important concern for road traffic participants, and the study of vehicle lane
changes can help reduce the risk of decision conflicts and lane changes for vehicles [10,11].
With the cross development of game theory and the transportation field, researchers solve
the decision conflict problem by establishing a game model and framework of vehicle lane
changes, which can usually be divided into cooperative and non-cooperative games.

2.1. Non-Cooperative Game Model

The non-cooperative game model is an optimal strategy for maximizing self-interest
and weighing up the gains and losses. In the study of vehicle non-cooperative game
lane changing, Qu et al. [12] analyzed the dynamic influences of vehicle lane changing
by quantifying the decision intention based on collision probability and established a
lane-changing model through game theory. Yao et al. [13] analyzed the lane-change game
relationship between buses and social vehicles at bus bay stops through an uncooperative
mixed strategy game by analyzing the dynamic influencing factors of vehicle lane changes,
and the results showed that the game model can effectively predict each other’s lane-
change strategies. Arbis et al. [14] used a quantitative Nash equilibrium framework to
model vehicle lane-change behavior and concluded that lengthening acceleration lanes or
lowering the speed limit of ramps can effectively reduce risky conflicts on freeway ramps.

Some researchers have also improved the vehicle game process by taking into account
the driver factor to establish a model more consistent with realistic driving scenarios.
Dai et al. [15] established a vehicle lane-change game model for the upstream sections
of urban intersections by considering driver demand based on a mixed strategy game,
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but the lane-change model based on the mixed strategy game still has decision conflicts.
Hang et al. [16] combined driver style with game theory to construct a payoff matrix for
different driving types and validated it with a model predictive control algorithm. Despite
the potential of non-cooperative game models in vehicle lane changing, the characteristics
of non-cooperative game theory dictate that such models cannot maximize overall benefits
and therefore have limitations.

2.2. Cooperative Game Model

Unlike non-cooperative games, cooperative games aim to maximize the benefits of
all subjects. Cooperative game theory realizes the benefits of decision making through the
allocation process by enabling participants to form binding coalitions or groups.

Sun et al. [17] proposed a two-lane collaborative lane-change model by analyzing the
impact of lane-change behavior on the target lane, and the experimental results showed
that the method can effectively reduce the oscillation of traffic flow. Zheng et al. [18]
proposed a game model for optimizing the decision of lane-change vehicles by considering
the influence of surrounding vehicle motion state and vehicle–vehicle communication,
which can effectively improve traffic operation efficiency and reduce traffic oscillations.
Liu et al. [19] proposed a cooperative LPV/MPC and risk assessment cooperative driving
strategy, and the results showed that the algorithm can effectively assist drivers in reducing
vehicle risk. Yu et al. [20] established a multi-player dynamic game model based on game
theory considering the driving status of surrounding vehicles, which can effectively reflect
the driving intention of surrounding vehicles and the impact of different decisions on the
vehicle. Pan et al. [21] proposed a distributed structure multi-vehicle cooperative control
model that combines game theory and an MPC algorithm to obtain the optimal sequence
of multi-lane vehicles and vehicle acceleration.

The cooperative game has certain advantages in terms of overall effectiveness, but
it is necessary to consider the willingness of the participants to cooperate, the degree
of cooperation of the participants, and the implementability of the cooperative game
determined by individual expectations.

2.3. Extension of Game Lane-Change Model

Although the above game models have been widely used in research in the field
of transportation, there are still problems that need to be improved. Therefore, several
researchers have extended the game-theoretic-based lane-change model, and researchers
have improved the adaptability of the game model by changing the lane-change scenario.

Hang et al. [22] proposed a cooperative decision-making method for ICVs to reduce ve-
hicle conflicts at unsignalized intersections by forming a game coalition. Smirnov et al. [23]
proposed a game theory-based model of urban intersection lane changes by considering the
cooperation level of vehicles in adjacent lanes, which can accurately predict the decision
propensity of game participants. Zhang et al. [24] studied lane-change game behavior in a
foggy environment by analyzing lane-change intention and considering visual features,
which has contributed to the study of lane-change models in complex weather environ-
ments. In addition, the optimal strategy that satisfies both individual and overall benefits
can be obtained by combining deep learning with game theory [25]. It is also of great
importance to study lane-changing behavior using other game branch theories such as
repeated games [26].

According to the above literature review, researchers have conducted a large number of
studies on vehicle lane changing based on game theory and the game model of lane changes
of vehicles has great potential in reducing both decision conflicts and vehicle collisions;
these studies focus on making the decision result of vehicle lane changing through game
theory and lack research on the game mechanism of lane changing. It is necessary to study
the evolution law of vehicle lane-change games, and it is helpful to explore the intrinsic
characteristics of vehicle game behavior. We will present the methodology and experiments
in the next sections.
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3. Characteristics of Vehicle Lane-Changing Game

Vehicle lane changes as a common microscopic driving behavior in road traffic has the
characteristic of changing with driving intention, and vehicle lane changes can usually be
divided into free lane changes and forced lane changes according to lane-change intention.
The urban road is the main scenario of vehicle driving, with the driver generally pursuing
a higher driving speed when the vehicle drives through the upstream intersection exit lane;
therefore, the decision to change lanes freely is usually made.

When approaching the intersection entrance lanes, conservative drivers tend to change
to the target lane early, while drivers who are more confident in their driving skills or
have an aggressive driving style tend to choose the lane with a higher speed. Left-turning
vehicles choose to enter the left-turning lane early, while straight-traveling vehicles choose
to stay in the straight lane, and then all vehicles move into the intersection inlet lanes in
turn and wait for the green light to release. This paper assumes that vehicles are not driving
aggressively and that left-turning vehicles should move into the left-turn lane early to
comply with traffic rules; however, the lane-change conditions are usually restricted by
the surrounding vehicles and road traffic, so the vehicle lane-change behavior at this time
is usually a mandatory lane-change behavior. Figure 1 represents the lane-change game
process for vehicles.
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In this paper, we assume that the LV (Lane-changing Vehicle) is the vehicle that needs
to turn left and the RV (Rear Vehicle) is the vehicle driving in the left-turn lane. The vehicles
in the model are assumed to be ICVs, which are equipped with onboard detectors and
sensors, and the vehicles can transmit information with road facilities such as signals.
Vehicles obtain decision combinations through the upper decision control system, and
the system establishes a gain matrix for each vehicle and determines the optimal driving
decision through evolutionary gaming.

The intelligence of the ICVs is reflected in the ability to reduce the driving burden of
the driver, accomplish the task of automatic driving, meet the expectations of the driver,
and the vehicle can make human-like driving behavior in the face of a certain traffic
environment. For example, the vehicle should not be too conservative and increase the
driving time in the process of decision-making interaction with surrounding vehicles, and
the vehicle should not be too aggressive and reduce the comfort of the driver. To simplify
the game behavior and decision-making process, this paper decomposes the driving task
of the ICVs, with the driving task of the vehicle in a certain period triggered by changes
in the traffic environment, and the vehicle decision-making mechanism established by
considering the expectations of passengers.
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4. Game Model
4.1. Definition of Right of Way

A vehicle driving in a lane means that it has the right to use a certain length of road
in time and space; due to the security requirements of the vehicle in the driving state, the
front and rear of the car need a certain length of clearance to prevent the intrusion of other
vehicles. Based on the game theory point of view, the purpose of the game between vehicles
can be thought of as competing for the next section of right of way, as shown in Figure 1.
The priority right-of-way in the area ahead of the target lane is a competing purpose for
vehicles. For example, if through the game the LV has priority to enter region S, then the
LV achieves driving efficiency and the RV needs to wait for the LV to drive through before
entering the region. Since the LV is ahead of the RV in terms of position, the LV not only
has priority of the section but also has the priority of subsequent sections. The right-of-way
area is considered a dynamically adjusted area to quantify and clarify the vehicle game
process, which is represented schematically in Figure 2.
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The length of the competitive road section is determined by the driving space in front
of the vehicle, which can be expressed as:

Lspace = xFV −min{xRV , xLV} (1)

where Lspace is the length of the right of way competing for the gaming process; xFV
indicates the coordinate position of the vehicle in front of the target lane (this value should
be smaller than the effective length of the section); xRV indicates the coordinate position of
the vehicle behind the target lane; and xLV indicates the coordinate position of the vehicle
changing lanes.

4.2. Game Components

In previous research on the vehicle lane-change game, most researchers defined the
efficiency gain of the vehicle as the increase or loss of speed and failed to consider the
influence of the characteristics of the scenario. The game process cannot ignore the driving
scenario of the vehicle and should construct a gain matrix more in line with the actual
situation according to the characteristics of the driving scenario.

4.2.1. Payoffs for Vehicle RV

The efficiency gain of a vehicle should be defined as the increase or loss of time loss
through the intersection. When the LV or RV decides to yield, it increases its own passing
time and decreases its driving efficiency, and, conversely, when the RV makes the decision
not to give way, it decreases its own passing time. The efficiency gains of the RV include
travel gains and space gains. When the RV position is ahead of the LV, the RV not only
narrows the travel time, but also has the initiative in space relative to the LV, and the same
for the LV as well. The driving space gain of the vehicle is expressed as:

Ps =
Lspace

Ls,max − Ls,min
(2)

where Lspace indicates the spatial extent obtained with the current state of the vehicle and
Ls,max and Ls,min are the maximum and minimum spatial ranges obtained based on the
statistical results of the data.
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The efficiency gain of the RV not giving way is expressed as:

PRV
e f f = Ps ·

tRV
cur − tRV

min
tRV
max − tRV

min
(3)

where tRV
cur is the time to cross the intersection from the current position corresponding to

the different decisions made by the RV; tRV
max is the maximum time for the RV to pass the

intersection considering the game with the LV; and tRV
min is the time for the vehicle to cross

the intersection at a steady speed.
The safety gain of the vehicle is generally measured by the relative distance of the

vehicle. Widely used in lane-change research is the minimum safe distance model, which
takes into account the dynamic change process of vehicle lane changes when the vehicle
meets the requirements of Equation (4), such that the vehicle can be safely changed.

St =
∫ t

0

(∫ ζ

0
(aL(τ)− aR(τ))dτdζ

)
+ ∆v0 · t + S0 ≥ Smin (4)

where aL and aR are the accelerations of the LV and RV, respectively; ∆v0 is the initial speed
difference of the vehicles; and S0 is the initial workshop distance. St should be greater than
the minimum vehicle distance Smin.

Since the safety of vehicles interacts with each other, the lane-changing game requires
both sides of the game to make corresponding decisions; when the LV changes lanes, it
requires the RV to slow down to provide lane-change spacing for the LV. Equation (5) shows
the safety gain of the vehicles.

PRV
sa f e =

Sveh − Sveh
min

Sveh
max − Sveh

min
(5)

where Sveh is the longitudinal vehicle distance; Sveh
max is the maximum gaming distance

(when the workshop distance is greater than the maximum gaming distance, the LV can
change lanes without gaming); and Sveh

min is the minimum shop distance for the rear vehicle
to take the maximum deceleration to provide the lane-change spacing for the LV.

Considering the prospect of the development of ICVs, we built a game matrix by
considering passenger expectations. The ICVs control the vehicle driving through the
autonomous decision-making system, and the identity of the driver changes from the
driver to the vehicle passenger. The ICVs should meet the passenger expectations under
different driving scenarios, under the condition of complying with traffic rules; for example,
the vehicle should not be too conservative and increase the travel time, and should not
be too aggressive and reduce comfort. In this paper, we consider passengers’ expectation
requirements for vehicle decisions in the game payoffs by dynamically adjusting the
vehicle’s weight in terms of efficiency and safety. The game gain of the RV is mainly
affected by the LV changing lanes; when the LV changes lanes and drives in front of the RV,
it increases the waiting time of the RV through the intersection and decreases the efficiency
gain; if the RV does not give way, it will increase the risk of decision conflict and decrease
the safety gain. Equation (6) shows the expectation of the RV for efficiency gain.

β = max

{
min

{
tRV
tl − tgl

min

tgl
r − tgl

min

, 0.7

}
, 0.3

}
(6)

where tRV
tl is the travel time of the RV through the intersection; tgl

r is the remaining time of

the green light at the intersection; and tgl
min is the minimum green light time required for

the vehicle to pass through the intersection from its current position. When the travel time
is greater than the minimum green light time, the vehicle needs to wait for the next cycle of
the green light before it can pass through the intersection.
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Using the payoff functions constructed above and the RV’s expectation of efficiency
gains, the payoff matrix of the RV in different strategy profiles is listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Payoffs of RV in different strategy profiles.

RV

LV Give Way Do Not Give Way

Change lanes −βPRV
e f f + (1− β)PRV

sa f e −βPRV
e f f − (1− β)PRV

sa f e

Do not change lanes −βPRV
e f f + (1− β)PRV

sa f e βPRV
e f f + (1− β)PRV

sa f e

4.2.2. Payoffs for Vehicle LV

To simplify the model and highlight the focus of the game process, this paper assumes
that the task of the game decision is to play between vehicles and complete the lane-
change process without considering the maximization of the full trip driving gain of the LV.
Therefore, the expected gain of the LV can be regarded as changing lanes to the target lane
as soon as possible. The efficiency gain of the LV also includes the trip gain and the space
gain, with the efficiency gain expressed as:

PLV
e f f = Ps ·

tLV
lc − tLV

min
tLV
max − tLV

min
(7)

where tLV
lc is the lane-change time corresponding to the different decisions made by the LV;

tLV
max is the maximum time to consider the decision process of the vehicle game; and tLV

min is
the shortest lane-change time considering vehicle dynamics when the lane-change process
is not constrained.

According to the vehicle safety interactions, the safety gain of the LV can be similarly
expressed as:

PLV
sa f e =

Sveh − Sveh
min

Sveh
max − Sveh

min
(8)

The LV lane change needs to consider the impact of decision moment location: when
the LV is closer to the intersection inlet lanes, the expectation of lane changes is a stronger
column; when the LV is further away from the intersection, it usually does not show a
willingness to change lanes. For the LV and RV game decision, the decision to not change
lanes increases the time for the LV to drive into the target lane and reduces the efficiency
gain of the LV. Equation (9) shows the LV’s expectation of driving efficiency.

α = max

{
min

{
SLV

max − SLV
cur

SLV
max − SLV

min
, 0.7

}
, 0.3

}
(9)

where SLV
cur is the distance from the LV decision moment position to the lane-gradient

section; SLV
min is the LV minimum desired lane-change distance, which is used to ensure that

vehicles can change lanes earlier; and SLV
max is the farthest lane-change game position, with

vehicles less affected by the intersection bottleneck when the lane-change position exceeds
this value.

By creating separate safety and efficiency functions for the vehicle above, the payoff
matrix of the LV in different strategy profiles is listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Payoffs of LV in different strategy profiles.

RV

LV Give Way Do Not Give Way

Change lanes αPLV
e f f + (1− α)PLV

sa f e −αPLV
e f f − (1− α)PLV

sa f e

Do not change lanes −αPLV
e f f + (1− α)PLV

sa f e −αPLV
e f f + (1− α)PLV

sa f e

4.3. Game Equilibrium Analysis

The evolutionary game theory originated from biological evolution, which can dynam-
ically analyze the evolutionary process of a group and clarify the evolutionary mechanism
of which strategy to choose. With the cross development of game theory and the transporta-
tion field, many researchers apply game theory to study a vehicle interaction model [27–29];
compared with other game theories, the evolutionary game takes into account the charac-
teristics of imperfect rationality of game subjects and reflects the evolutionary process of
decision making more objectively. The evolutionary game reflects the evolutionary trends
of different strategies through dynamic evolution equations, and the expected payoffs of
the LV choosing to change lanes and choosing not to change lanes are:

ELV
lc = (2y− 1)

(
αPLV

e f f + (1− α)PLV
sa f e

)
(10)

ELV
nlc = −αPLV

e f f + (1− α)PLV
sa f e (11)

The overall expected payoff of the LV based on the payoff matrix is:

ELV
total = xELV

lc + (1− x)ELV
nlc = 2

(
αPLV

e f f + (1− α)PLV
sa f e

)
xy− 2x(1− α)PLV

sa f e − αPLV
e f f + (1− α)PLV

sa f e (12)

where x is the probability that the LV chooses to change lanes and 1− x is the probability
that the LV chooses not to change lanes.

The evolutionary dynamic equation for the LV selection lane-change decision is:

FLV =
∂x
∂t

= x
(

ELV
lc − ELV

total

)
= 2x(1− x)

[
αyPLV

e f f + (1− α)(y− 1)PLV
sa f e

]
(13)

Similarly, the expected payoffs of the RV’s choice of giving way and not giving way are:

ERV
gw = −βPRV

e f f + (1− β)PRV
sa f e (14)

ERV
ngw = (1− 2x)

(
βPRV

e f f + (1− β)PRV
sa f e

)
(15)

The expected payoff of the RV with a probability of choosing to give way and with a
probability of choosing not to give way is:

ERV
total = yERV

gw + (1− y)ERV
ngw = −2βPRV

e f f y + (2xy− 2x + 1)
(

βPRV
e f f + (1− β)PRV

sa f e

)
(16)

where y is the probability that the RV chooses to give way and 1− y is the probability that
the RV chooses not to give way.

The evolutionary dynamic equation for the RV selection yield decision is:

FRV =
∂y
∂t

= y
(

ERV
gw − ERV

total

)
= 2y(1− y)

[
(x− 1)βPRV

e f f + (1− β)xPRV
sa f e

]
(17)

The strategy combinations of the LV and RV are (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), and (1, 1), which are
obtained by Equations (13) and (17); the corresponding strategy combinations are (do not
change lane, do not give way), (do not change lane, give way), (change lane, do not give way),
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and (change lane, give way). In addition to the above four strategy combinations, there is
another set of solutions for

(
PRV

e f f /
(

PRV
e f f + (1/β− 1)PRV

sa f e

)
, PLV

sa f e/
(
(α/1− α)PLV

e f f + PLV
sa f e

))
.

The Jacobi matrix is constructed for the dynamic game system and expressed as:

Jacobi =

(
∂FLV

∂x
∂FLV

∂y
∂FRV

∂x
∂FRV

∂x

)
=

2(1− 2x)
[
αyPLV

e f f + (y− 1)(1− α)PLV
sa f e

]
2x(1− x)

(
αPLV

e f f + (1− α)PLV
sa f e

)
2y(1− y)

(
βPRV

e f f + (1− β)PRV
sa f e

)
2(1− 2y)

[
(1− β)xPRV

sa f e + (x− 1)βPRV
e f f

] (18)

According to Equation (18), the determinant and trace of the Jacobi matrix are obtained
as:

|Jacobi| =
[
2(1− 2x)

(
αyPLV

e f f + (y− 1)(1− α)PLV
sa f e

)]
·
[
2(1− 2y)

(
(1− β)xPRV

sa f e + (x− 1)βPRV
e f f

)]
−
[
2y(1− y)

(
βPRV

e f f + (1− β)PRV
sa f e

)]
·
[
2x(1− x)

(
αPLV

e f f + (1− α)PLV
sa f e

)] (19)

tr(Jacobi) = 2(1− 2x)
[
αyPLV

e f f + (y− 1)(1− α)PLV
sa f e

]
+ 2(1− 2y)

[
(1− β)xPRV

sa f e + (x− 1)βPRV
e f f

]
(20)

The five solutions obtained from Equations (13) and (17) are substituted into
Equations (19) and (20) to obtain the stability of each equilibrium point, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Stability of each equilibrium point.

Equalization Point |Jacobi| tr(Jacobi) Stability

(0, 0) 4β(1− α)PRV
e f f PLV

sa f e −2
(
(1− α)PLV

sa f e + βPRV
e f f

)
Stable point

(0, 1) 4αβPRV
e f f PLV

e f f 2
(

αPLV
e f f + βPRV

e f f

)
Instability point

(1, 0) 4(1− α)(1− β)PLV
sa f ePRV

sa f e 2(1− α)PLV
sa f e + 2(1− β)PRV

sa f e Instability point

(1, 1) 4α(1− β)PLV
e f f PRV

sa f e −2αPLV
e f f − 2(1− β)PRV

sa f e Stable point(
PRV

e f f

PRV
e f f +(1/β−1)PRV

sa f e ,

PLV
sa f e

α/(1−α)PLV
e f f +PLV

sa f e

)
−4

αPLV
e f f PLV

sa f e

α/(1−α)PLV
e f f +PLV

sa f e

βPRV
e f f PRV

sa f e

β/(1−β)PRV
e f f +PRV

sa f e
0 Saddle point

According to the above stability determination, we can achieve the stable equilibrium
points (0, 0) and (1, 1), whose corresponding stable strategies are (do not change lane, do
not give way) and (change lane, give way), while the unstable points are (0, 1) and (1, 0),
whose corresponding strategies are (do not change lane, give way) and (change lane, do not
give way),

(
PRV

e f f /
(

PRV
e f f + (1/β− 1)PRV

sa f e

)
, PLV

sa f e/
(
(α/1− α)PLV

e f f + PLV
sa f e

))
is the saddle

point, and the convergence direction to (0, 0) or (1, 1) is indefinite.

5. Simulation Results and Analysis

In this paper, SUMO (Simulation of Urban Mobility) software is used for simulation
validation, simulation control, and decision planning of vehicle game strategies through
the Traci interface. SUMO is an open-source and microscopic traffic simulation software for
road traffic simulation. It was developed mainly by the staff of the Institute for Transporta-
tion Systems at the German Aerospace Center. We are using version sumo-1.17.0, which
can be obtained in detail at https://sumo.dlr.de/docs/index.html (accessed on 21 June
2023). These vehicles adopt the CACC following model [30] and use quintic polynomials
to plan the horizontal and longitudinal lane-change trajectory, The CACC model is based
on vehicle–vehicle communication to obtain information about the surrounding vehicles
and has the characteristics of accuracy and smaller time delay. The expression of the CACC
model is:

e = xi−1 − xi − Tvi (21)

vi(t) = vi(t− 1) + k1e + k2
•
e (22)

https://sumo.dlr.de/docs/index.html
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where e is the difference between the actual following distance and the desired distance; xi
is the displacement of the vehicle i; vi is the velocity of the vehicle i; xi−1 is the displace-
ment of the vehicle i − 1; T is the minimum safe headway time distance; and k1 and k2
are parameters.

We turn off the default lane-changing model by Traci’s command and plan the lane-
changing trajectory by using quintic polynomials. Quintic polynomials can obtain the
minimum jerk value to satisfy the constraints and meet the comfort of a lane change. The
quintic polynomials are used to plan the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively,
and track the trajectory points by Traci’s command to complete the lane-change process.
The lane-change trajectory polynomials are:

x(t) = a0t5 + a1t4 + a2t3 + a3t2 + a4t + a5 (23)

y(t) = b0t5 + b1t4 + b2t3 + b3t2 + b4t + b5 (24)

where ai(i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) is the polynomial coefficient of the longitudinal trajectory;
bi(i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) is the polynomial coefficient of the horizontal trajectory; and the tra-
jectory constraints are determined by the constraint of the starting and ending points of
the path.

To elucidate the strategy evolution process of the vehicle lane-change game and to
perform simulation validation, the road geometry characteristics and vehicle characteristics
data of the intersection of Renmin Road and Yongzhou Road in Qingdao City, Shandong
Province, were statistically collected and the main parameter values were set in SUMO
software, as shown in Table 4. The decision response time indicates the minimum time
from the beginning of the vehicle decision to the completion of the decision behavior, and
the meaning of the other parameters can be obtained from the variable names.

Table 4. Main parameters of the model.

Variable Name Variable Meaning Numerical Value

tsimu Simulation step/s 0.1
td Decision response time/s 3.0

lcar Vehicle length/m 4.0
dmax Maximum brake deceleration/(m·s−2) 3.0
amax Maximum acceleration/(m·s−2) 2.3
vmax Road speed limit/(m·s−1) 13.89
Smin Minimum longitudinal distance/m 2.5

gaplmin Minimum lateral distance/m 1.5
T Signal cycle length/s 132

5.1. Sensitivity Analysis

The evolutionary convergence process of the decision path is obtained by simulation,
and the evolutionary paths are obtained by selecting the initial values of the initial lane-
change ratio and the give-way ratio between 0.1 and 0.9, as illustrated in Figure 3. When
the initial values of x and y are smaller, the final decision will converge to not lane change
and not give way. When the initial values of x and y are larger, the final decision will
converge to a combination of the lane-changing and giving-way strategies.
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Figure 3. The convergence process of stabilizing strategy evolution.

In constructing the payoff functions of the game vehicles, the effects of lane-change
position and the remaining time of green light on the vehicle decision payoff need to be
considered, so a sensitivity analysis is conducted to explore the effects of the two main
influencing factors mentioned above.

It can be seen in Figure 4 that when the lane-changing position decreases, the evolu-
tionary stabilization strategy evolves from converging on not changing lanes and not giving
way to converging on changing lanes and giving way. When the LV is more affected by road
traffic and needs to take the lane-changing decision, the increase of the LV’s expectation of
lane change increases the weight of efficiency gains, and the dynamic evolutionary game
results show that the RV should provide a lane-changing gap for the LV based on the goal
of revenue maximization; otherwise, it will increase vehicle collision risk and reduce their
expected revenue. The convergence rate of the strategy combination increases significantly
when the lane-change position increases or decreases, indicating that the vehicles make
decisions that match the best strategy for the current traffic environment.
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It can be seen in Figure 5 that when the lane-changing position is certain and the
remaining green time increases, the evolutionary game lane-changing stabilization strategy
evolves from not changing lanes and not giving way to changing lanes and giving way.
When the remaining green time is smaller, the RV expects to pass the intersection as soon
as possible so that the expected weight of efficiency increases. When the remaining green
light time is greater than 18 s, there is a partial overlap of the convergence curves, but the
evolutionary trend remains the same. It can be seen from the dynamic evolutionary game
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results that the RV makes the decision to not give way, and the LV makes the decision to
not change lanes to maximize its benefit, but the convergence rate of the decision of not
changing lanes is lower than that of changing lanes. When the remaining time of the green
light increases, the convergence speed of the RV and LV strategy combination is faster,
indicating that the strategy combination meets the expectations of both.
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5.2. Analysis of Lane-Change Trajectory

In the simulation scenarios, the center point of the intersection is taken as the origin of
the coordinate axis, and the driving direction of the straight vehicle is taken as the positive
direction of the x-axis. The lane-changing game scenario is obtained by filtering the vehicle
trajectory, and the vehicle trajectory can intuitively reflect the interaction between vehicles
and the driving status. In this paper, SUMO’s built-in SL2015 lane-change model and the
non-cooperative mixed strategy game model are used as comparison models. Among
them, the SL2015 lane-change model is the default model for sub-lane scenarios, which
can simulate the microscopic lane-change process of vehicles and reflect the interaction
state between vehicles. The non-cooperative mixed strategy model is a decision model that
maximizes its gain, and previous studies have shown that this model can better predict the
decision outcome of the other player [31].

Figure 6 presents the vehicle trajectory curves, the red line in the local zoomed-in
figure is the LV trajectory and the black line is the RV trajectory. Figure 6a shows the
SL2015 lane-changing model in SUMO, which is a non-game model reflecting the vehicle
interaction in the situation where vehicles make decisions as independent individuals,
and it can be seen in the figure that the lane-changing process of vehicles will have a
large oscillating effect on the traffic flow, making the slope of the curve of the rear vehicle
change more. Figure 6b is a non-cooperative mixed strategy game, although the model
considers and predicts the other party’s decision. The model is aimed at maximizing their
interests, so that there is some conflict between the two parties’ decisions, as indicated by
the amplification curve, with the strategy of the LV lane change forcing the RV to slow
down, and the slope of the RV’s curve changes drastically. Figure 6c,d are the evolutionary
game-based vehicle lane-change models proposed in this paper, with Figure 6c being the
lane-changing and giving-way scenario, and Figure 6d being the no-lane-changing and
no-giving-way scenario. From the dynamic evolution equations above, it is known that
the evolutionary game lane-change model will converge on stable strategy combinations,
while non-stable strategy combinations and saddle points are eliminated by the model as
non-optimal decisions. The vehicle trajectory further indicates that the vehicle lane-change
process of this model has less perturbation to the vehicles behind, and the stable strategy
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separates the vehicle risk in time and space, which improves the feasibility of vehicle
lane changes.
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5.3. Analysis of Security

The TTC (Time-To-Collision) [32] indicator is used to portray the collision time between
vehicles, reflecting the risk conflict between vehicles; when the rear vehicle speed is greater
than the front vehicle, the smaller TTC indicates that the risk collision is more serious.

TTCi =
xi−1 − xi − lcar

vi−1 − vi
(25)

where TTCi is the time of collision between the vehicle and the front vehicle; v is the speed
of the vehicle; x is the position of the vehicle; and lcar is the length of the vehicle.

To display the trend of the TTC value, we limit the TTC value within [–50, 50]. When
the TTC value is larger, the vehicles will not collide; when the TTC value is less than 0, it
means that the rear vehicle speed is less than the front vehicle speed, and they will not
collide. In Figure 7, the black line represents the SL2015 lane-switching model, the red line
represents the decision-conflict situation in the mixed-strategy game model, and the blue
line is the evolutionary game model proposed in this paper. It can be seen in Figure 7, in the
SL2015 lane-changing model and mixed strategy game of the vehicle lane-changing process,
the TTC value quickly decreases to within 15 and tends to 0, indicating that the collision
risk between the rear vehicle and the front vehicle is larger, while in the evolutionary
game-based lane-changing model, the TTC value is usually greater than 15 or less than 0.
When the TTC value is less than 0, it means that the rear vehicle speed is less than the front
vehicle speed, and the two sides will not collide when driving at the current speed. In
Figure 7, we can see that in the evolutionary game model, the rear car decides to give way
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to reduce the risk of vehicle collision, the TTC value is reduced to less than 0, and the two
sides will not collide.
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Although the mixed strategy game model has optimal solutions and is usually used to
predict each other’s decisions, it still has a certain probability of decision conflict, which puts
vehicle safety at risk; therefore, the model needs strong constraints to reduce the occurrence
of decision conflict. The evolutionary game model, on the other hand, converges on feasible
strategies from the perspective of dynamic evolutionary equations and excludes unstable
strategies, thus reducing the risk of vehicle conflict.

5.4. Threats to Validity

Validity threats can usually be divided into two parts: internal and external validity.
In the proposed model, the possible validity threats include the values of parameters that
affect the outcome of vehicle decisions and the results of solving the strategy combinations
based on game theory. To study the influence of the change in the values of the main
influencing factors on the evolutionary game process of vehicle lane changes, we con-
ducted a sensitivity analysis of the main influencing factors by keeping other parameters
consistent and obtained that the change in the values of the remaining time of the green
light and the location of the lane-change game affect the convergence direction of the
stabilization strategy.

Unlike other game models, the decision results based on the evolutionary game
only converge to the optimal strategy combinations, thus reducing the occurrence of
uncertainties and unstable strategy combinations, so that the vehicle decision results will
converge to stable strategy combinations based on the assumption that the vehicle obeys
the decision instructions issued by the upper control system. The modeling thought of
the vehicle lane-change model based on game theory is to achieve the optimal strategy
by constructing the gain matrix and solving the equation. In constructing the gain matrix,
vehicle speed, safety, and comfort are usually considered: vehicle speed gain is expressed
in the change of vehicle speed, safety gain is expressed in the safety risk of the vehicle, and
comfort gain is expressed in the smoothness of vehicle speed change. In this paper, the gain
of the game subject consists of vehicle driving efficiency and safety, comfort by the change
of speed comfort is achieved by the trajectory planning part, to build the gain function that
considers passengers’ expectations of vehicle decision, and to expand the applicability of
the model in the face of the traffic bottleneck section and reduce the external validity.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, the vehicle lane-change issue is modeled based on evolutionary game
theory. Specifically, in the intersection road scenario, the evolutionary game models of the
RV and LV are established by analyzing the game lane-change interaction characteristics
of vehicles, and the dynamic evolution equations under different situations are analyzed.
The revenue matrix is constructed considering passengers’ expectations so that the vehicle
decision is neither too aggressive nor too conservative. In addition, the game system
converges in different directions when the vehicle lane-change position or the remaining
green light time changes, and thus different optimal strategy combinations are obtained.

The results show that the evolutionary game-based vehicle lane-change model can
effectively reduce the risk conflict of vehicles. When the decision system converges to lane
change and yield, the RV can slow down in advance to provide space for the LV to change
lanes; when the decision system converges to no lane change and give way, the LV slows
down while the RV maintains speed or accelerates; and when the RV overtakes the LV, the
LV changes lanes. Although the evolutionary game is a non-cooperative game model, the
results of dynamic evolution show that the system will converge to a stable strategy, which
can be regarded as a cooperative decision combination.

Traffic safety is a key issue for future research in the field of transportation, and the risk
conflict in the process of vehicle lane changes cannot be ignored; therefore, it is important
to analyze and study the characteristics of vehicle decision interactions. In future research,
multi-vehicle interaction characteristics of ICVs and a reduction of traffic oscillation are
game models worth considering.
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